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Presentation
Access to Justice is an NGO dedicated to
monitor the administration of justice and
the Rule of Law in Venezuela, and in that
sense, in its annual report 2017 is
dedicated to analyze the role of the Court
Supreme Court of Justice (TSJ) regarding
judicial control of the Public Power, the
guarantee of the rights of inhabitants of
the country and their efficiency and
independence.
If at the end of 2016, Access to Justice
declared that the Supreme Court of
Justice put an end to democracy in
Venezuela
through
unconstitutional
sentences like the one that left
Amazonas state without representation in
the National Assembly, during 2017 the
country's highest court exceeded all
expectations and laid a red carpet to the
formal step of a dictatorship in
Venezuela.
In that sense, Access to Justice
investigated and documented the
following patterns of human rights
violations, related to justice in our country
in which they stand out as the most
important: the call and installation of the

National Constituent Assembly, the
continued state of exception, repression
and arbitrariness through Justice, over
judgments of the Constitutional Chamber
of the Supreme Court against political
dissent and the use of military justice,
among other aspects.
Finally, we present some figures of the
management of the Supreme Court of
Justice: the number of decisions by
usurped function of the National
Assembly, the number of sentences per
type of official pursued only by think
differently, the response of the Supreme
Court, depending on the political
tendency of the recurrent or what
interests it affects, even if it's about the
privileged military (files admitted versus
decided). Not without mentioning the
predominant opacity in terms of
information offered by the High Court the
scant data it shows in its web page and
that prevent from evaluating his
performance, incomplete and late
publication of the sentences and the
already reiterated absence of annual
report.

*http://www.accesoalajusticia.org/el-tsj-acabo-con-la-democracia-en-2016/
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Access to Justice investigated and documented the following
patterns of violations of human rights, related to justice in
Venezuela, in which they stand out as the most important in
2017:

The National Constituent Assembly convened without
legitimacy and without deadline to rule:
On May 1, 2017, the President of the Republic convened a National
Constituent Assembly by decree, usurping popular sovereignty. The
most serious is that the process was endorsed by the Supreme Court
of Justice itself through four decisions:

No. 455 of June 23.2017 by the Constitutional Chamber of the
Supreme Court of Justice. It states the "constitutionality" of the comitial
bases for the election of the members of the National Constituent
Assembly, because the President is not obliged to follow the electoral
system proposed in the Organic Law of Electoral Processes (LOPRE ).
No. 83, 84 and 85 of June 27 by Electoral Chamber, it discards three
contentious electoral appeals presented by citizens and the
Deputy-Attorney General for the reasons explained in the
aforementioned sentence of the Constitutional Chamber.

During the constituent election process, on July 30, 2017, practices that violated
human rights were denounced, such as coercion and harassment of public
employees to vote.
The Venezuelan Electoral Observatory (OEV) also documented that the
electoral power, led by Tibisay Lucena, omitted 14 audits and 70 activities of
100, such as training of members of the polling station, assembly of electoral
materials, printing of invalid ballots to train the voter, among many others.
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The Continued

State of Exception
During 2017, the President of the Republic
extended 6 times the state of emergency decreed
for the first time nationally on January 14, 2016.
For this has had count with the backing of the
Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Court, but
not with the approval of the National Assembly,
which is an essential constitutional requirement.
The Constitution establishes that a state of
exception due to economic emergency lasts up to
120 days, including its extension. The Executive
Power has also not notified the competent bodies
of the international community.

ED
END
EXT(2017)

ED

END
EXT(2017)

ED

END
EXT(2017)

Implications:
The Executive Power legislates in socio-economic
matters instead of the National Assembly, and
thus has the power to limit constitutional rights until
the situation returns to normal.
The Government has done with public resources
and with the national budget what it has wished,
because on it there is no control of other Powers of
the State, nor is it accountable.

Results:
A country plunged into an economic crisis
(annualized inflation of 46.305%) and a humanitarian
emergency due to institutional breakdown,
shortages and high costs of food and medicine,
among others.
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Repression and
Arbitrariness through Justice
The Constitutional Chamber through its 34
sentences, in which it deposed and established
penalties for 17 mayors and a governor (Miranda
State), without having the competence to do so.
In each of the processes he committed multiple
irregularities:
Violation of due process: established a procedure by
way of sentence.
Violation of the natural judge: the contempt attributed
to the officials is the responsibility of the criminal
courts and not of the Constitutional Chamber.
Usurpation of the functions of the Public Prosecutor's
Office: the Constitutional Chamber itself imputes it at
the hearing and then condemns it.
Denial of the right to defense: in the same hearing
(the one set by the Supreme Court for mayors to
appear) were imputed and condemned, without
taking into account the arguments of the
representative lawyers.

The use of Military Justice
Between April and September 2017, 757 civilians
demonstrating against the government of Nicolás
Maduro were presented in military courts.
Military justice is obsolete and alien to the most basic
democratic principles and especially to the
separation of powers. Therefore, before the use of
military justice to suppress the protest of civilians
during the past year should be remembered that this
is a violation of the principle of natural judge and due
process, because the rule is that civilians should be
tried by civilians.
This was made very clear in the hearing of period
No. 168 of the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights (ICHR), in which Access to Justice
together with Provea and the Venezuelan Prison
Observatory demonstrated its use by the national
Government.
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The Management of the Supreme
Court of Justice in Figures
Access to Justice in 2017 detected at least 76 judgments of the Supreme Court
of Justice that violated in a very evident way the human rights of Venezuelans, of
which 33 were against the National Assembly.
Sentences of the Supreme Court of Justice according
to functions usurped from the National Assembly, 2017

Controller
function

Legislative
function

Organizational
function

Other

Total

10

15

7

1

33

Source: Prepared by the Supreme Court. [Online]
http://www.tsj.gob.ve/es/web/tsj/ decisions Consulted 20-01-2018.

Sentences of the Supreme Court of Justice vs. National Assembly by subject, 2017

Scope of
the sentence
State of
Exception

National
Constituent
Assembly

Number

Content of
outstanding sentences

6

Constitutionality of 6 extensions
of the state of exception due to
economic emergency decreed by
the President of the Republic on
14.01.2016 without the approval
of the National Assembly.

4

Sentence of the Constitutional
Chamber No. 455 of 06.23.2017
Declares the "constitutionality"
of the electoral bases for the
election of the members of the
National Constituent Assembly
established in Presidential
Decree No. 2.878, because
President is not obliged to follow
the electoral system proposed in
the Organic Law of Electoral
Processes.
Sentences of the Electoral
Chamber No. 83, 84 and 85 of
06.27.2017
Declares three
contentious-electoral appeals for
no reason for the
aforementioned sentence of the
Constitutional Chamber.
Sentence of the Constitutional
Chamber No. 88 of 02.24.2017

Accountability,
responsibility of
the President,
control of State
companies.

6

He orders the Comptroller
General to investigate deputy
Freddy Guevara for trying to
notify in New York about an
investigation of the National
Assembly to Rafael Ramírez,
ambassador to the UN for
Venezuela and former
president of PDVSA, for
alleged corruption.

Sentence of the Constitutional
Chamber No. 223 of
04.28.2017
Elecciones

1

The Chamber modifies in part
the criteria contained in
judgments numbers 1 and 878
of 2016, with conditions for
the renewal of parties
sympathetic to the
government and others for
those of opposition.

Observations
According to the
Constitution, the
state of exception
including its
extension cannot
last more than 120
days.
The National
Constituent
Assembly when
installed declares
to replace the
National Assembly
in its legislative
functions,
although it has
also established
that it can dictate
any act even
against the
Constitution and
change any
official. In practice,
this has been the
case.

This ruling is related
to No. 893 of
October 25, 2016,
which prohibits the
National Assembly
investigate PDVSA
and in particular,
the management of
its former president
Rafael Ramirez
(2004-2014) despite
the fact that the
Constitution
expressly gives
Parliament that
power (articles 222
and 223).
This sentence led
to the automatic
renewal of three
political parties by
the National
Electoral Center:
PCV, Nuvipa and
Tupamaro, all
related to the
government, and
together with the
No. 1 of 2016, led
to the reduction to
22 of the number
of registered
parties (in
December 2015,
there were 67).

Total: 17
Source: Own elaboration from the Supreme Court of Justice. [Online].
http://www.tsj.gob.ve/es/web/tsj/ decisions Consulted 20-01-2018.
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Sentences of the Supreme Court of Justice for
the persecution of officials, 2017

17 Mayors

31 sentences

Governor

Henrique Capriles

General Attorney

Luisa Ortega Díaz

1 sentences
3 sentences

Deputies
Gilber Caro (substitute National Assembly Deputy, Voluntad Popular),
Germán Ferrer (deputy National Assembly, PSUV) y Freddy Guevara*
(Deputy National Assembly, Voluntad Popular) and 3 deputies from
Amazonas**(MUD)

7 sentences

Magistrates
13 principal magistrates and 20 substitutes.
The list of magistrates can be seen here:
asamblea-nacional/conozca-los-nombres-losmagistrados-que-designo-asamblea-nacional_194474

Total 58 officials / 43 sentences
http://www.accesoalajusticia.org/las-graves-contradicciones-del-tsj-en-el-caso-de-freddy-guevara/
http://www.accesoalajusticia.org/el-viacrucis-judicial-de-los-diputados-de-amazonas/
Source: Own elaboration from the Supreme Court of Justice. [Online].
http://www.tsj.gob.ve/es/web/tsj/decisiones Consulted 20-01-2018.
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Efficiency of the Supreme Court of Justice
Files entered and decided and resolution rate of the Supreme Court of Justice, 2017
Political and Administrative Chamber

1089
121
1288
351
918
980
156

Electoral Chamber
Constitutional Chamber
Penal Cassation Chamber
Civil Cassation Chamber
Social Cassation Chamber
Plenary Chamber

1533
231
1107
462
894
1114
187

140%
190%
85%
131%
97%
113%
119%

Source: Supreme Court of Justice. [Online].http://www.tsj.gob.ve/es/estadisticas-de-gestion-judicial Consulted 17-02-2018.
Total: Own elaboration of Access to Justice.

Decrease in the efficiency of the Supreme Court of Justice in 2017

Files

2016

2017

Percentage
difference
(2016-2017)

Admitted

4692

4903

+4,5%

Decided

6358

5528

-13,5%

Resolutions rates
(decideds/admitted)

135,51%

112,75%

-22,76%

From this information it is clear that the
Supreme Court of Justice decides delayed cases.
Opacity of the Supreme Court of Justice in 2017.
Information from the Supreme Court of Justice on its website as a judicial government body
Budget

No

Number
of judges

No*

Type
of judges

No*

Annual
reports

Management
statistics

Publication of sentences

No

Partial:
only
from the
Supreme
Court of
Justice

Partially: those
of the Supreme
Court of Justice
and about half
of the courts
of the country.

*There is an outdated directory where it can be deduct

Warnings:
The website of the Supreme Court of Justice is blocked to be seen outside of
Venezuela and there is other information on the website about its management
and that of the rest of the Judicial Power, but it is not valid data to evaluate its
management, except for the lack of independence of the Court that especially
denotes the performance of its president.
Apart from the information contained on the website of the Supreme Court of
Justice, since 2003, official information on judicial management has not been
published in the country. Until that year the statistical yearbook of the Ministry
of the Interior and Justice was published. From 1998 to 2011, the Court
published its annual report. Today these do not appear in pdf or website. They
can only be found in their library in print.
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Independence of the Supreme Court of Justice
Times of response and type of decision of the
Supreme Court of Justice in case of pro-government petitioners

Petitioner

Number
of sentences

Average response
time (days)

President

9

6

Si

Official Deputies

13

14

Si

Citizens
pro-government

32

34

Si

54

18

Total

Sentence in favor

Always in favor

Times of response and type of decision
of the Supreme Court of Justice in case of applicants
with interests contrary to the Government
Number
of sentences

Average
response time (days)

General Attorney

4

10

No

Opposition
Deputies

3

818

No

NGO

2

180

No

Citizens with
contrary government
interests

7

29

No

Opposition parties

6

61

No

22

220

Never

Petitioner

Total

Sentence
in favor

Justice is not blind nor between military
An investigation of Access to Justice on the sentences of the Administrative
Political Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice between 2007 and 2017
regarding military cases in relation to their positions or career, revealed that the
tendency is to decide more in favor when it comes to active military than
retired.

Actives

Retired

41% decisions in favor
and partially in favor

12% decisions in favor
and partially in favor

Also, it was discovered that he decides more in favor when the military
has a higher rank than a lower rank.
Officers

Sub career officers

20% decisions in favor
and partially in favor

42% decisions in favor
and partially in favor

Professional Troop
11% decisions in favor
and partially in favor
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Enlisted Troop
None in favor and 14%
partially in favor
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